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Process Documentation
Working with Material

„I build up a fiction and then I make a documentary of this fiction. The point is: we should 
invent reality before filming it. We need to „re-scenarize“ the real.“ 
 Pierre Huyghe
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 „...and then there was the Strauss! When everything was full there was always still room 
and nobody would bother you. All the loosers would be sitting in there..“
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„There used to be a bar in every house at the Brauerstrasse. Then there was the 
Schmidstube, behind the Werkhof. It dosn‘t exist anymore, allot of bikers used to be 
there. The Stray Cats and the Hells Angels were there. Back in the Punk days, back in 77, 
I walked with 40 punks over to the Schmidstube. Then there was a tense confrontation. 
There I met Black, who was the president of the Hells Angels with wings on his jacket. 
We sized eachother up, to see if they were potential enemies. The funny part is that we 
became friends later and caused havoc together.“
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„The Kreis 4 was a great place. What I hate today is that everything is becoming posh...it 
used to be that when there was trouble, they would find a body in the nearby woods, after 
a long while. For example Happy Hartmann and others were found dead in the Sihlwald.“
 - Happy Hartmann died
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„Yes Kreis 4 ... what was crazy about it? There were the ‚t Chinka‘ (degorative for italian 
people) of course, the italien people, with them it was always really cool. My Girlfriend 
worked at Godie‘s „Stützli-Sex“. That was nice, because that ment I had money...“

„...and then there was this other guy with a hare charte, at the sausage stand, and we 
would say there was a cablefire in the sausage stand, meening that he was jerking off to a 
prostitute on the other side of the street...yes we were an extremly rowdy crowd.“
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„I just got a signed book by Hansruedi Gieger, the ‚700 years celebration book‘, signed 
for Lex. Lex ment Lex Schraner. Lex connected Hansruedi with the Hells Angels. He made 
them a poster design. And Lex got this book, its still in good condition and has spots of 
blood on it. Lex was cinvicted for violence, dealing drugs, illegal gambling, harassment 
and illegal weapons possession. Kow he is dead, aliong with his brother. They were the 
worst. If he would comment a art piece and say „what a nice red tree“, nobody would stop 
and say: „no Lex, that tree is green!“ You would have got punched in the face “
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The Good Guy
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„3 Words - relaxed, authentic, rest“
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„I know the Langstraße, I am today, I was yesterday, I was the day before here. I am a 
person, who has a qualification.“
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„I would say, lets say from Baderstrasse to the Europaallee, and from the 
Hermanngreulichstrasse till the Sihl, we should put all the houses under strict protection. 
It could be like a second old town, something that has grown naturally, but I think they 
are more likely to destroy everything. The good thing is that the property is still owned by 
different owners...but the Monopoly game goes on.“
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„Or there was the Hotel Italia. There was a Boccia-place ... before Gody, there uses to be 
a Casino. Next to it used to be the Stirnima, which existed for six months and in that time 
there were three deaths. I think they were accidents, because I knew Huber Sepp, he was 
the guy who would have beat you up, and he was a friend of mine.“
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Multicultural
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„Da kommt plötzlich ein Chinese rein, ein Italiener, ein Afghane, keine Ahnung wer, 
das find ich sehr lustig, sehr gut, das Multikulturelle, aber das ist was gutes, nicht was 
lustiges.“
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„I knew Huber Sepp, he was the guy who would have beat you up, and he was a friend of 
mine.“
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„In my grandfathers day he marched on the courts on the first of May, and got into violent 
fights over peoples rights. But today its wierd, we call it champagne-socialism.“
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„Also Drugs and Prostitutes. To me it was a Subculture, the Underground...wo we started 
collecting the failures.“
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